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DEAP-3600

• Single phase liquid argon (LAr)  
 dark matter detector 

• Located in Vale’s Creighton mine  
 at Sudbury, ON, Canada 

• 2070 m underground

HQL - 2012 - Prague 4Belina von Krosigk

SNOLAB

~70 µ/day in SNO+

● Greater Sudbury, Ontario, Canada

● Expansion of underground area and
 new surface facilities for SNO+ and
 further experiments (ν, Dark Matter, SN)

● ~2 km deep underground in the
 „Vale Canada Ltd.“ Creighton Mine

 ⇒ ~6000 mwe overburden!
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such as supersymmetry (SUSY). The two leading SUSY
models, the cMSSM and NUHM, fit all of the cur-
rently available data including indirect searches, Planck
results, recent SUSY searches and the Higgs discov-
ery at the LHC as well as dark matter exclusions from
direct detection experiments, with the leading upper
limit from LUX [5]. To accommodate the global data,
these models predict relatively heavy WIMPs, with
central values between a few hundred GeV and about
1 TeV [6, 7, 8, 9].

The best-fit WIMP parameters in the cMSSM
and NUHM models are within sensitivity of the
upcoming class of experiments (DEAP-3600 and
XENON1T [10]), while possibly evading detection at
the LHC, even for the future 14 TeV run because of
the very high allowed superparticle masses. A num-
ber of more general models, e.g. p9MSSM [11], lead
to similar conclusions, although the best-fit parameters
can vary.

2. The DEAP-3600 detector

DEAP-3600, located at SNOLAB, will perform a
dark matter particle search on liquid argon with sen-
sitivity to the spin-independent WIMP-nucleon cross-
section of 10�46 cm2, a factor of approximately 20 in-
crease over current experiments, as shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Dark matter sensitivity of liquid argon expressed as a
limit on spin-independent WIMP-nucleon scattering cross-section.
Shown are the current experimental limits from the CDMS-II [12],
XENON100 [13], and LUX [5] detectors, and the expected sensitivity
for 3 tonne-years of natural liquid argon with a 15 keVee threshold,
and with a 12 keVee threshold for low-radioactivity argon (LRA) that
has been depleted in 39Ar by a factor of 100.

Figure 2: The DEAP-3600 detector. The acrylic vessel has an inner
radius of 85 cm and holds 3600 kg of liquid argon, which is viewed
by 255 8-inch diameter high quantum e�ciency Hamamatsu R5912-
HQE PMTs through 50-cm long lightguides.

The detector (Fig. 2) is comprised of a large spheri-
cal volume of natural liquid argon contained in a trans-
parent acrylic vessel (AV) and viewed by 255 pho-
tomultiplier tubes (PMT) that detect scintillation light
generated in the argon target mass. The inner AV
surface must be coated with a thin layer of wave-
length shifter, 1,1,4,4-tetraphenyl-1,3-butadiene (TPB),
to convert 128 nm argon scintillation light into visible
blue light, which is then e�ciently transmitted through
acrylic lightguides to the PMTs. A custom, large-
area vacuum-deposition source [14], developed by the
DEAP collaboration, is used to deposit TPB uniformly
over the approximately 10 m2 acrylic surface before the
detector is filled with cryogen. The lightguides and
polyethylene filler blocks provide neutron shielding and
thermal insulation between the cryogenic acrylic ves-
sel and the much warmer PMTs. The inner detector is
housed in a large stainless-steel spherical shell, which
itself is immersed in an 8 meter diameter ultrapure wa-
ter tank and instrumented with PMTs, serving as a radi-

DEAP-3600
• 3600 kg LAr target (1000 kg fiducial volume) 

• Ultraclean Acrylic vessel (AV) 

- Resurfaced in-situ to remove Rn daughters after 
construction 

• Deposit TPB uniformly on AV surface before filling 
with LAr 

• 255 PMTs (8”) 

• Shielding against 

- Neutrons: Light guides and polyethylene filler blocks 

- Gammas and cosmic muons: 8 m diameter ultra pure 
water veto tank, instrumented with PMTs, surrounds the 
steel spherical shell
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DEAP-3600
• 3600 kg LAr target (1000 kg fiducial volume) 

• Ultraclean Acrylic vessel (AV) 

- Resurfaced in-situ to remove Rn after construction 

• Deposit TPB uniformity on AV surface before 
filling with LAr 

• 255 PMTs (8”) 

• Shielding against 

- Neutrons: Light guides and polyethylene filler blocks 

- Gammas and cosmic muons: 8 m diameter ultra pure 
water veto tank, instrumented with PMTs, surrounds 
the steel spherical shell
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• Well-separated singlet and triplet lifetimes in argon allow for 
good  pulse-shape discrimination (PSD) of β/γ’s using only 
scintillation time information

• PSD to 10-8 demonstrated with DEAP-1
    (Astroparticle Physics 25, 179 (2006) and arXiv:0904.2930) 

• For DEAP-3600 projected to 10-10 at 15 keVee, sufficient to 
remove background from cosmogenic 39Ar

• Very large target masses possible, since no absorption of 
UV scintillation photons in argon, and no e-drift 
requirements.

• 1000 kg argon target allows 10-46 cm2 sensitivity (SI) with 
~15 keVee (60 keVr) threshold, 3-year run

χ 40Ar

40Ar

χ

Liquid argon as a  robust and scalable dark matter 
target

LAr as dark matter target

• WIMP signal: ionization from  
40Ar recoiling nucleus 

• Projected light yield: 8 pe/keVee 

• 128 nm light wavelength  (shifted to 425 nm by TPB 
before detection by PMTs) 

• Most sensitive to high mass WIMPs (60-120 keVr 
energy ROI)
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• Ar singlet and triplet excited states have well-separated lifetimes 
(7ns versus 1.5 μs)  

• Electronic and nuclear recoils produce different ratios of singlet 
and triplet states

6

Excellent pulse shape discrimination (PSD)
Single phase LAr: scintillation channel is  

sufficient no ionisation is neededFigure 3.1.2: Upper Left: An example of a background beta or gamma event,
where the prompt light window is shaded in green. Lower Left: An example of a
nuclear recoil event. More light is emitted in the prompt window, while less light is
emitted in the rest of the pulse when compared to the electronic recoil event. Upper
Right: Triple-coincidence gamma ray events in DEAP-1 using a 22Na source from the
2007 surface run [19]. The region between 120 and 240 photoelectrons (PE), where
Fprompt 0.7, does not contain any events. Lower Right: Separation between
neutron and gamma ray events from an Am-Be calibration source in DEAP-1, from
the same run as the upper right plot [19]. The upper (dotted yellow) band is due
to neutron-induced nuclear recoils, while the lower (dotted black, horizontal) band is
from gamma-induced electronic recoils.

39

Electronic signal from PMT: photo electron 
counting (Fprompt=Nprompt/Ntotal)

DEAP-1

DEAP-1



Background
• β/γ	  events:	  39Ar	  

-‐ Rate:	  1	  Bq/kg	  
-‐ PSD	  reduces	  39Ar	  by	  >	  10-‐9	  

• Neutron	  recoils:	  (α,n)	  fission	  and	  μ-‐induced	  
-‐ Strict	  material	  screening	  and	  assay	  
-‐ Shielding	  

• Surface	  events:	  Rn	  daughters	  and	  other	  surface	  
contaminaOon	  
-‐ Sanded	  200	  μm	  off	  inner	  AV	   

surface	  
-‐ PosiOon	  reconstrucOon	  +	    

	  fiducializaOon	  
-‐ Limited	  exposure	  to	  radon
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DEAPF3600$Backgrounds$
•  β/γ$events:$$

–  ArF39$dominant$rate$–$1$Bq/kg.$$
Removal$using$PSD$

–  Leakage$scales$with$light$yield$
•  Neutron$recoils:$$

–  (α,n)$F$$very$strict$material$controls:$$
achieved$with$exFsitu$material$assays$

–  Muon$induced$–$SNOLAB$~2km$
underground$+$acKve$cosmic$veto$

•  Surface$alphas:$
–  $Rn$daughters$and$other$surface$

impuriKes.$
–  Resurface$acrylic$surface$inFsitu,$

fiducial$volume$cuts,$limit$radon$(trap)$

08/04/2014$ IOP$HEPP$APP$2014$

For$10F46cm2$sensiKvity$over$3$year$exposure$(1000$kg$fiducial$volume)$$
requires$<$0.6$background$events$

Background$(in$Fid$Vol)$ DEAP23600$Goal$

Radon$in$Ar$ <$1.4$nBq/kg$

Surface$α‘s$ <$100$μBq/m2$

Neutrons$(all$sources)$ <$2$pBq/kg$

ArF39$ <$2$pBq/kg$

Total$(3$tonneFyr)$ <$0.6$events$

5x104$
DEAP23600$light$yield$$
(projected)$

DEAP21$light$yield$$

10$
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such as supersymmetry (SUSY). The two leading SUSY
models, the cMSSM and NUHM, fit all of the cur-
rently available data including indirect searches, Planck
results, recent SUSY searches and the Higgs discov-
ery at the LHC as well as dark matter exclusions from
direct detection experiments, with the leading upper
limit from LUX [5]. To accommodate the global data,
these models predict relatively heavy WIMPs, with
central values between a few hundred GeV and about
1 TeV [6, 7, 8, 9].

The best-fit WIMP parameters in the cMSSM
and NUHM models are within sensitivity of the
upcoming class of experiments (DEAP-3600 and
XENON1T [10]), while possibly evading detection at
the LHC, even for the future 14 TeV run because of
the very high allowed superparticle masses. A num-
ber of more general models, e.g. p9MSSM [11], lead
to similar conclusions, although the best-fit parameters
can vary.

2. The DEAP-3600 detector

DEAP-3600, located at SNOLAB, will perform a
dark matter particle search on liquid argon with sen-
sitivity to the spin-independent WIMP-nucleon cross-
section of 10�46 cm2, a factor of approximately 20 in-
crease over current experiments, as shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Dark matter sensitivity of liquid argon expressed as a
limit on spin-independent WIMP-nucleon scattering cross-section.
Shown are the current experimental limits from the CDMS-II [12],
XENON100 [13], and LUX [5] detectors, and the expected sensitivity
for 3 tonne-years of natural liquid argon with a 15 keVee threshold,
and with a 12 keVee threshold for low-radioactivity argon (LRA) that
has been depleted in 39Ar by a factor of 100.

Figure 2: The DEAP-3600 detector. The acrylic vessel has an inner
radius of 85 cm and holds 3600 kg of liquid argon, which is viewed
by 255 8-inch diameter high quantum e�ciency Hamamatsu R5912-
HQE PMTs through 50-cm long lightguides.

The detector (Fig. 2) is comprised of a large spheri-
cal volume of natural liquid argon contained in a trans-
parent acrylic vessel (AV) and viewed by 255 pho-
tomultiplier tubes (PMT) that detect scintillation light
generated in the argon target mass. The inner AV
surface must be coated with a thin layer of wave-
length shifter, 1,1,4,4-tetraphenyl-1,3-butadiene (TPB),
to convert 128 nm argon scintillation light into visible
blue light, which is then e�ciently transmitted through
acrylic lightguides to the PMTs. A custom, large-
area vacuum-deposition source [14], developed by the
DEAP collaboration, is used to deposit TPB uniformly
over the approximately 10 m2 acrylic surface before the
detector is filled with cryogen. The lightguides and
polyethylene filler blocks provide neutron shielding and
thermal insulation between the cryogenic acrylic ves-
sel and the much warmer PMTs. The inner detector is
housed in a large stainless-steel spherical shell, which
itself is immersed in an 8 meter diameter ultrapure wa-
ter tank and instrumented with PMTs, serving as a radi-

DEAP-3600 sensitivity 
projection

• Order of magnitude increase in sensitivity over current results at 100 GeV 

• 2 months to achieve current LUX sensitivity  

• 1 year to exceed LUX projected full sensitivity   
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3 years livetime



Construction milestones
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Summer 2014

Fall 2014

Winter 2015

Fall 2013

Fall 2014



Calibration systems

10

• 22Na (γ) and AmBe (n) sources and their deployment 
systems are fabricated (RHUL, RAL) 

• The delivery of the sources are imminent and the 
deployment systems are already at site and 
integrated with DAQ

Gamma and neutron system



• External optical calibration 
system (Sussex) is installed 

• Injecting light to 20 PMTs 

• First data with 253/255 PMTs 
mid-March

11

DEAP-3600Queen’s University

Pietro Giampa

AARFS System Review

Light Reflected  

into the AV
AARFS

Light Guide

Filler Block

• The light from the fibre optic is guided to the face of the PMT, where it is reflected back into the AV and 
detected by the rest of the detector. 

• This optical calibration system is mounted on 20 PMTs. 
• This (non-invasive) optical calibration system can be easily used through-out the detector life-time. 
• Enable us to perform different detector studies.

14-08-20133/10

• Aluminium  & Acrylic Reflector and  Fibre  
 Optic System (AARFS) 

  

  

Calibration systems



• External optical calibration 
system (Sussex) is installed 

• Injecting light to 20 PMTs 

• First data with 253/255 PMTs 
mid-March
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DEAP-3600 first commissioning data 
(Preliminary)

Calibration systems



Next..
• TPB deployment  

• Internal laserball calibration (Sussex, RHUL) 

- Complementary to the reflector and fibre optics 
system  

• Cool down

13

Next&(most&parts&already&at&site)&
&

•  OpCcal&calibraCon&
&

&

•  TPB&deposiCon&
&
&

•  InstallaCon&of&the&external&calibraCon&system&and&finishing&
development&of&Neutron/Gamma&sources&

•  Cooling&down&and&filling&with&LAr&(Feb=March&2015)&
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Other subsystems

Optical calibration - Simon JM Peeters - Aug 2014, Sudbury

Tools
for

optical
calibration

VUV LED ball

Neck laser

AARFS

And ex-situ measurements at Sussex (TPB angular response)

Laser ball

Optical calibration - Simon JM Peeters - Aug 2014, Sudbury

Tools
for

optical
calibration

VUV LED ball

Neck laser

AARFS

And ex-situ measurements at Sussex (TPB angular response)

Laser ball

DEAP-3600Queen’s University

Pietro Giampa

AARFS System Review

Light Reflected  

into the AV
AARFS

Light Guide

Filler Block

• The light from the fibre optic is guided to the face of the PMT, where it is reflected back into the AV and 
detected by the rest of the detector. 

• This optical calibration system is mounted on 20 PMTs. 
• This (non-invasive) optical calibration system can be easily used through-out the detector life-time. 
• Enable us to perform different detector studies.

14-08-20133/10
Laserball&(Pre=TPB)& VUV&ball&(Post=TPB)& AARFS&&

8&

PMT&cabling&complete&&

Cryosystem&and&electronics&
installed&and&tested&

Steel&shell&in&shield&tank&

DEAP-3600Queen’s University

Pietro Giampa

Current Status @ SNOLAB

12/15

Placed the resurfacer in its deployment frame. Started preparing all the internal hosing 
for the inlet and outlet UPW and all electrical wiring.

Resurfacer fully secured onto the  
deployment frame.

Deployment  
Frame

Sanding 
Arms

UPW Hoses

South Arm

North Arm

20-06-2014

AV&is&resurfaced&

7&
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Optical Calibration

- deployed at z=0 and z=+/- 550mm and like-phi 

rotation for each position

- New Laserball configuration (fibre instead of 

405nm laser diode) requires modification to top 

feedthrough on deployment pipe

- deployment pipe will have to be brought out of 

canister for modifications (addition of fibre 

feedthrough flange on top cross) and routing of 

fibre/removal of (now) unused coax and signal 

cables

- placement of ultimate shaft collar stops will 

provide z-position markers. Phi rotation will be 

checked relative to visible shaft collar marks.

 

LAr process system 



Conclusion

• DEAP-3600 will be the first large scale single-phase 
LAr  dark matter detector 

• DEAP-3600 construction is almost complete  

•  Commissioning of the process systems, PMTs, 
electronics and external optical calibration has started 

- TPB deployment and LAr fill within the next few months 

• Physics summer 2015!
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University of Alberta D. Grant,  P. Gorel, A. 
Hallin, J. Tang, J. Soukup, C. Ng, B.Beltran, J. 
Bueno, K. Olsen, R. Chouinard, T. McElroy, S. 
Crothers, S. Liu, P. Davis, and A. Viangreiro

Carleton University K. Graham, C. Ouellet, K. 
Brown

Queen's University M. Boulay, B. Cai, J. Bonatt, 
B. Broerman, D. Bearse, K. Dering, M. Chen, S. 
Florian, R. Gagnon, P. Giampa, V.V. Golovko, P. 
Harvey, M. Kuzniak, J.J. Lidgard, A. McDonald, C. 
Nantais, A.J. Noble, E. O’Dwyer, P. Pasuthip,  L. 
Veloce, W. Rau, T. Sonley, P. Skensved, M. Ward

SNOLAB/Laurentian B. Cleveland, F. Duncan, 
R. Ford, C.J. Jillings, T. Pollmann

SNOLAB I. Lawson, K. McFarlane, P. Liimatainen, O. 
Li, E. Vazquez Jauregui

TRIUMF F. Retiere, P-A. Amaudruz, D. Bishop, S. 
Chan, C. Lim, A. Muir, C. Ohlmann, K. Olchanski , V. 
Strickland

Rutherford Appleton Laboratory P. Majewski

Royal Holloway University of London J. Monroe, 
J. Walding, A. Butcher, N. Seeburn

University of Sussex     S.J.M. Peeters

DEAP-3600 Collaboration

+ Close links with the MiniCLEAN collaboration

Carleton)University)
Queen’s)University)
Lauren3an)University)
University)of)Alberta)
TRIUMF)
SNOLAB)
)

Rutherford)Appleton)Laboratory)
Royal)Holloway)University)of)London)
University)of)Sussex)

DEAP%3600)collabora0on)

11)



Back up
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’sγNa 22DEAP-1 data, 

Statistical model

Model with no electronics noise

Model matched to data

50% acceptance

90% acceptance

expected background limit
on surface at Queen’s

Figure 27: Pleak distributions from 22Na calibration data from
DEAP-1 on surface, and analytic models with and without ad-
ditional noise parameters for 120–240 photoelectrons. The domi-
nant systematic uncertainties of the model are shown (gray shaded
area). The red solid curve is the distribution modeled for an ex-
ample set of parameters chosen to match the data, i.e. 9% more
noise and 6 pe shift in the energy calibration. The lower black
curve shows the expected backgrounds in the measurements from
high-Fprompt events.

• Fprompt drift: by varying mean Fprompt by ±1%.794

Figure 29 shows the model Pleak distribution from Fig. 28,795

with the systematic error band broken down into indi-796

vidual components.797

798

6. Dark Matter Sensitivity799

In the previous section we have demonstrated that800

the analytic model based on Eq. (17), gives predictions801

consistent within systematic experimental uncertainties802

with the data from the DEAP-1 detector.803

Using Eq. (17) we next evaluate the expected dis-804

crimination power in liquid argon versus energy thresh-805

old assuming a large target mass detector. We have806

designed DEAP-3600, a large spherical detector consist-807

ing of 255 PMTs surrounding a spherical target with a808

mass of 3600 kg of liquid argon [36]. Geant4 simulations809

benchmarked against the light yield in the DEAP-1 de-810

tector predict that in this geometry a light yield of ap-811

proximately 8 photoelectrons/keVee could be achieved.812

Assuming the detector is constructed of clean materi-813

als and appropriately shielded so that genuine nuclear814

recoil backgrounds have been mitigated, the dominant815

detector background in argon will be from � decays of816

39Ar. Argon that is condensed from the atmosphere is817

known to contain cosmogenically-produced 39Ar, with818

a rate of decays of approximately 1 Bq per kg [9].819

An optimization analysis has shown that we could820

achieve an analysis threshold of approximately 15 keVee821

for a dark matter particle search with natural argon.822

From Eq. (17) the expected discrimination is 10�10 at823

promptF
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
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’sγNa 22DEAP-1 data, 

Statistical model

Model with no electronics noise

Model matched to data

50% acceptance

90% acceptance

Figure 28: Pleak distributions from 22Na calibration data from
DEAP-1 underground at SNOLAB (V1720 data, excluding the
single contamination event), and analytic models with and with-
out additional noise parameters for 120–240 photoelectrons. The
dominant systematic uncertainties of the model are shown (gray
shaded area). The red solid curve is the distribution modeled for
an example set of parameters chosen to match the data, i.e. 8%
more noise.

that threshold, which is su�cient to reduce the back-824

grounds from atmospheric 39Ar decay to less than 0.2825

events in a three-year run with 1000 kg of liquid argon826

in the energy window from 15–30 keVee. In that anal-827

ysis we have assumed that for the large detector, each828

of the 255 PMTs would detect on average less than a829

single photoelectron, and thus that the systematic noise830

parameters can be reduced so that they are negligible831

compared to the statistical uncertainties in Eq. (10). In832

the large detector PMT hits in the late window are go-833

ing to be well separated and therefore single photoelec-834

tron identification and counting performed o↵-line will835

bring substantial improvement over the simple charge836

integration and division method used in the DEAP-1837

analysis, making the systematic late pe noise negligi-838

ble. The Pleak distribution for such a detector given by839

Eq. (19) is shown in Fig. 30 and is based on the follow-840

ing inputs: (a) energy spectrum of the 39Ar beta decay,841

(b) conservative, Monte-Carlo driven, energy resolution842

function, �(Npe) =
p

4 ·Npe, (c) noise components �win843

and �spe equal to the nominal values in the DEAP-1 an-844

alytic model (d) �elec noise components taken from the845

DEAP-1 model and scaled up from 2 to 255 channels846

(summed up in quadrature), with the late pe contribu-847

tion either suppressed by a factor of 6, to account for848

low-noise electronics, or neglected, due to single photo-849

electron counting.850

Recent work has shown that there is a possibility of851

obtaining argon that has been sequestered underground852

and is depleted in 39Ar by a factor of 100 [18, 37, 38].853

Figure 31 shows the 90% C.L. sensitivity versus WIMP854

mass for both natural and depleted argon cases, com-855

pared to the current experimental limits of the CDMS-856

II [39], XENON-100 [40] and LUX [41] experiments. We857
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Resurfacing AV

18

DEAP-3600Queen’s University

Pietro Giampa

Current Status @ SNOLAB

12/15

Placed the resurfacer in its deployment frame. Started preparing all the internal hosing 
for the inlet and outlet UPW and all electrical wiring.

Resurfacer fully secured onto the  
deployment frame.

Deployment  
Frame

Sanding 
Arms

UPW Hoses

South Arm

North Arm

20-06-2014

 Pb from radon /  alpha


